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Ch. 1 
 

Models of populations1      
 
“Modeling is the best because you have to look hot, which comes 

easy to me, you know. I'm blessed with that.” 
-- Ashton Kutcher 

 
 
Questions to ponder: 

• How might we use models to better understand a population? 

• Can I use my parameter estimates in a population model? 

• How complex should I make my model? 

• What is the difference between an analytical model and a statistical model and a conceptual model? 

• What is a sensitivity analysis? 

 
 
Me?  A modeler?  Never! 
 
You are here, which suggests that you must be interested in the study of wild animal 
populations.  The rest of this primer is dedicated to descriptions of how to estimate parameters 
for populations.  But, in life it is sometimes good to take a step back, and ask, “Why am I doing 
this?”   
 
Why would you want to estimate density, or population size, or probability of survival, or the 
probability of moving from A to B?  Undoubtedly, there are a zillion reasons for studying 
populations, but all of those reasons can be boiled down to one statement—and it explains why 
we all became population ecologists:  we want to understand our study population. 
 
Is our population growing?  Why?  Is our population going extinct?  Why?  Is a segment of our population 
exhibiting some interesting behaviors or dynamics?  Why?   
 
A model is a simplification of the real world that allows study of the real world.  A well-known 
statement about modeling suggests that “…all models are wrong, and some are useful (Box and 
Draper 1987).”  How do we construct a useful model?  Should we?    
  

                                                 
1
 With thanks for content to Anthony Starfield, Therese Donovan, and Michael Conroy 
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Modeling  
 
We want to convince you that you should start to examine your population through modeling.  
No, not the type of modeling that Ashton Kucher is talking about!  Ashton spends his time as 
an actor, and has modeled clothes and cars for TV commercials.  That is a different type of 
modeling.  But, even Ashton Kucher’s modeling does the same thing that a population model 
can do—it can show us something.  Ashton shows us what we might look like if we purchased a 
Nikon camera—if we were as handsome as Ashton (Figure 1.1)!  And, a population model can 
show us insights to our wildlife population to support decisions for management.   
 
You may have never thought about using 
models in your biological work, because 
they may seem complicated and scary.  
But, models can be simple and fun—if we 
approach them correctly.  As we start to 
think about using models in populations, 
let us ask you a question (Starfield 2005): 
 
Look around the room in which you 
are sitting.  How many balls could fit 
into the room?   
 
Seriously, figure it out.  We’ll wait! 
 

Figure 1.1: Ashton Kucher, a model, demonstrates the use of a Nikon camera.   

Figure 1.2: A room and a ball. 
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You now have an estimate of how many balls will fit in 
your room.  Look back at your notes that you used to 
solve this question—and realize that you are looking at 
your model! 
 
Certainly, we all came up with a different answer with 
regard to how many balls fit into our room.  Of course, 
we are all sitting in different-sized rooms.  Your room 
might be small, like an office, or might be large—like a 
large classroom.  And, what kind and size of ball did you 
imagine?  If you thought about a ping pong ball, your 
answer will be different from someone who imagined a 
basketball.   
 
So, the basic structures that we used for our model 
varied—small or large rooms, and small or large balls.  
Now, how did you stack the balls in your conceptual 
model?  Did you estimate the diameter of your ball and 
figure out how many balls would fit along the floor, 
wall-to-wall?  Then, did you just multiply that by how 
many balls could be stacked on each other to reach the 
ceiling?   
 
Another, more complicated, way to stack balls is to realize that if you have a first level of balls, 
that the next level will actually fit down into the ‘pockets’ of space created by the round balls in 
the first level (Figure 1.3).  So, you can actually stack more balls in the room if you account for 
this, as you can see in the figure.   
 
Did you account for the desks and bookshelves in your rooms?  Or, did you pretend your room 
was vacant—just walls, floors, and ceilings?  We can simplify reality or try to incorporate details 
in our models—and we will continue to see this theme throughout the book. 
 
  

MODEL STRUCTURE 
 
What kind of ball were you 
supposed to fit into your room?  
Your choice may have depended 
on where you live.  Did you select 
one of these types of balls? 
   
France:               tennis ball 
England:            cricket ball 
Thailand:           takraw ball 
China:                soccer ball 
Mexico:             Pelota mixteca ball 
United States:   baseball 
India:                 throwball  
Scotland:           golf ball  
South Africa:     rugby ball 
Australia:           beach ball 
Hogwarts:         quaffle  
Italy:                  bocce 
 

Figure 1.3: Two different methods (top and bottom) for stacking 
balls in a conceptual model.  The pattern affects the model estimate for 
the number of balls that can fit in a room. 
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An important question: “why did you construct your model in the way that you did?”  
Why didn’t you account for all of the chairs and the lights and the desks in your room, for example?  Your 
answer will most likely be: “I thought this was just a simple exercise…I don’t have all day to 
spend on this chapter!” 
 
And, you’ve just expressed the purpose for your model—you wanted to get a rough estimate of 
how many balls fit in the room.  You weren’t worried about being incorrect.   
 
What if you were an engineering firm and you needed to know exactly how many balls could fit 
in the room, because you needed to budget for balls in your annual budget?  You would spend 
more time on this exercise, and your model would be more detailed, correct? 
 
Regardless of how we approach them, models are—at their essence—tools to help us 
accomplish something.   
 

Real World vs. Model World 

 

 
Professor Tony Starfield, from the University of Minnesota, explains the modeling process using 
the framework shown in Figure 1.4 (Donovan and Starfield 2015).   
 
The Real World is bumpy, detailed, curvy, dirty, complex, and full of information—too much 
information, really.  Even a photograph is a simplification of the Real World!  A modeler creates 
a Model World to represent the real world, for the purposes needed by the current research 
question.  The Model World exists in the mind of the modeler—or it may exist in a series of 

Figure 1.4: The relationship between the Real World, the Model World, a Model, and Data.  Figure after Donovan and 
Starfield (2015). 
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sketches or flow charts that describe the model world as the modeler “sees” it.  The Model 
World is a simplification of the Real World—some bits are missing completely.  For example, in 
our diagram of the Model World (Figure 1.4), you don’t see any fish or any islands that are in the 
Real World.  Others, such as the trees and the lake in this diagram, remain in the Model World.   
 
The next step is for the modeler to place the Model World into the Model.  To create a model, 
the modeler will use an algorithm, a process or formula used to solve a problem.  If you are 
using a computer for your modeling process, the algorithm is how you place the Model World in 
the computer.  The algorithm could be a simple equation, or a complex set of equations, or it 
could be a simulation—our model can take many forms. 
 
For example, if the purpose of our model was to predict the population size (N) of pine trees in 
this area, we could use this simple model (where N is the population size in time t and r is the 
intrinsic rate of growth for the population): 
 

Nt+1=Nt*r 
 
But, where do we get values for N and r to use in our model?  We have to return to the Real 
World (Figure 1.4).  We would sample the trees to estimate the population size, and we would 
need to investigate the population to determine birth rates (b) and death rates (d) to get a value 
for r, because we know that r = b - d. 
 
So, the Real World informs us as we consider the Model World.  And, the Real World provides 
Data that we use in our model.  We use the Model World to create our Model.  The Model then 
informs us about the Model World.  It is important to note that the model does not directly 
inform us about the Real World—we make inferences about the Real World from our modeling 
process, but we have to remember that we created our Model by thinking about the simplified 
Model World—not the real world.  But, of course, we hope that our model is useful as we make 
decisions about how to manage populations in the Real World. 
 

Types of models 
 
There are many types of models that we may use in our career as an ecologist.  First, we can 
imagine that the Model World can be represented in two ways: 
 

Conceptual – a representation of the real world in our brains, or a collection of 
concepts that we believe to be important.  At the conceptual stage the model exists in 
verbal descriptions or thoughts—literally in our imagination.     
 
Physical – abstractions drawn on paper or built in three-dimensions (a ‘model boat’). 

 
A wise, rewarding first step toward the design of a new research project is to place an image of 
your study species in the middle of a sheet of paper.  Then, place words or images of important 
factors that affect reproduction or survival of the species.  Perhaps “habitat”, “predators”, 
“rainfall”, “food”, and other words might appear.  Now, draw linkages to depict the connections 
that exist in the Real World.  For example, rainfall might affect food availability, which impacts 
both survival and reproduction of your species.  Habitat provides cover, which affects survival.  
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When you are done, you have your first physical depiction of the Model World of your species 
in its ecosystem.   
 
Next, we can take conceptual or physical Model Worlds and turn them into models: 
 

Graphical – a type of physical model that shows 
relationships (weight of an elephant during its 
first 5 years of life for example).  Even without a 
specific equation, we can look at the figure and 
predict the weight of the elephant after 10 years, 
assuming growth continues at the same rate. 
 
Analytical or numerical – mathematic 
equations (can be coded on a spreadsheet or 
other computer program) that provide a 
numerical outcome, or result.  We might, for 
example, be able to derive a formula for the 
elephant’s change in weight (in kg) over time 
(where x = age in years, Figure 1.5): 
 

Weight = 100 + 85x 
 
Statistical – a model that uses data to estimate the value of a parameter (e.g., survival 
probability, mean weight, etc.).  For example, we can develop a statistical model to 

estimate annual survival rate, S, for elephants using the number tagged (ntagged) and the 

number of tagged elephants that survive the year (nalive): 
 
 
 
  
 
That simple fraction is a statistical model to estimate S.  The formula for a mean of a set 

of body weights, or mass (massi), for a sample of n individuals is also a statistical model:   

 
 
 

Reasons for using modeling 
 

The reasons we might want to use a model are abundant, but here are some examples of 
problems that are commonly addressed with a model (Starfield 1997): 
 
1—Our resources are scarce.  In some cases, it is easier or cheaper to conduct a simulation of 
a population rather than run an expensive experiment.  Or, we might use a model to conduct an 
initial analysis of a population so that we can determine which vital rate dynamics are the most 
important.  Based on that simulation, we might, for example, decide to spend our money and 
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Figure 1.5: A young African elephant 
(Loxodonta africana) drinks with adults at a 
water hole in Namibia.  Photo by Kelly Powell, 
used with permission. 
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time in the field (in the Real World!) collecting data about reproduction rather than adult 
survival.  

  
2—We need support for a management decision.  Which scenario is more likely?  What will 
be the outcome if we modify habitat or conduct a translocation to a population?   

 
3—We need to ‘visualize’ a complex situation and learn ecology!  Sometimes the process 
of modeling may be more important than the end-result—that is, we might learn about a 
population by sitting down and thinking about what parts of the Real World are important to 
include in the Model World. 

 
4—We want to predict the future.  Many models are predictive—we use current information 
to project forward to predict the population size in 50 years, for example.  Of course, we must 
remember that all predictions are exactly that: predictions! 

 

The modeling process 
 

Take a few minutes and think about your study population—how might you use a model?  How 
would the modeling process help you learn about your population? 

 
If we have convinced you that a modeling exercise for your population could be useful, there are 
seven basic steps to follow (Starfield 1997): 

 
1—Define the problem.  What is the purpose of the modeling exercise?   

 
2—Identify important variables.  This is where we construct our Model World.  And, this is a 
good time to start a simple diagram of your population with various pieces of information that 
you think are important to consider—to help you answer your question.   

 
3—Create the model by developing a formula that describes the output that you desire (future 
population size, for example). 

 
4—Solve the model. Run the simulation, or calculate the value of the output described by your 
equation.  For now, you can use estimates available or “best guesses” of the values for the 
variables in your model. 

 
5—Interpret the results you receive.  Do they make sense?  If not, is your model constructed 
properly?  What does this mean for your population? 

 
6—Investigate your model with a sensitivity analysis. How sensitive are your results to 
small changes in the values of parameters?  Play with your model!  Increase the survival rate 
slightly—what happens to population size?  Now, decrease survival, and see what happens. 

 
7—Conduct a thought-analysis of assumptions.  Think about your Model World and the 
assumptions you’ve made as you simplified the Real World.  As you make inferences about the 
Real World from your model results, these assumptions are important to remember, and you 
must share them with your colleagues as you report your model results. 
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Problem context is important 
 
Should you model?  If so, how? 
 
Although we’ve pushed you to consider creating a model for your population, there are 
situations for which you don’t need to model…or for which you should not model.  The answer 
to the question, “Should I model?” depends on two things: how much data is available for your 
system, and how much you understand the system (Figure 1.6).   

 
Of course, we’d like to understand a system completely, and we’d love to have a lot of data 
available.  In fact, if we already understand our system, it is probably because we have access to a 
large amount of data.  If you have little data and no understanding of your system (lower left of 
the graphic), you can’t expect to properly model the processes that drive the dynamics of your 
population.  In that circumstance, you would need to start with an exploratory, conceptual 
model to help you learn more about the dynamics of your system.  You should also go collect 
more data, and a model might help you understand which data you should collect first.   
 
If you have a large amount of data collected, but don’t understand the system, a model can help 
you combine the various types of data to understand your system better. 
   
If you are in the often enviable position of having a lot of data and a lot of understanding, you 
may be in the position of being able to make some defendable management decisions—a model 

Figure 1.6:  Depiction of possible states related to the availability of data and our understanding of a biological system.  Our 
goal, or ideal situation, is the darker area at top right where we have good knowledge of our system and a lot of data available to 
parameterize a model.  However, models can be used for different purposes along the two-dimensional gradient. Based on concepts in 
Starfield (1997). 
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could help you decide which management option would give you the optimal benefit.  How can 
you best meet your objectives?  Should you provide nesting habitat to increase productivity, or 
should you focus on alternatives that improve survival rates of adults?   
 

Conclusion 
 
Modeling does not have to be a daunting process.  In fact, every ecologist should be able to 
describe a conceptual model of their system.  Conceptual models—the Model World—are 
simplifications of the Real World, and conceptual models inform the construction of the model 
that we use to provide information about our population.  In many situations, the process of 
building a model can be more important, or at least as important, as the results that we obtain 
from our model.  To create a model, we must think critically about our study population and its 
environment—what is important to include in the Model World? 
 
As you move forward, you will encounter many, many types of population models—some 
describe what happens to populations under scenarios of competition or predation, for example.  
You will find examples of simple population models in any ecological textbook.  But, we 
encourage you to build your own model to describe your study population. 
 
The fundamental model that we will return to throughout this primer (see Chapter 2) is the 
“BIDE” model of population growth which describes population growth (∆N) as a function of 
Births, Deaths, Immigration, and Emigration: 
 

∆N = B – D + I – E 
 
Most populations are based on the simple idea that only these four dynamics cause changes to 
population size over time.  As we build our models, we may modify the fundamental model to 
suit our circumstances and our population of interest.  To the point of this primer, we can see 
that we have a very basic need if we hope to determine how our population changes over time—
we must obtain estimates of density (to learn about population size, N), survival (to learn about 
death rate), and movement (to learn about immigration and emigration).  So, let’s get started!   
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